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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

1 . The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 1 02 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent

granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)

of such treaty in the English language.

2. Claims 1-4 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Hoshikawa, U.S. Patent No. 6,831,700.

Considering claim 1 , wherein for the controls on writing and reading, any of the line-

memories are circularly selected and a sample sequence of the input digital video signal

is sequentially written into the selected line-memory at a sample rate of the sample

sequence, and at the same time the samples of the written sequence are sequentially

read out at a substantially constant rate which is in accordance with a desired vertical

expansion ratio and which is higher than the sample rate, wherein, when one of the line-

memories is in a writing operation, the other one of the line-memories is subjected to a

repeatedly reading control, is met by Fig.2 wherein the line memory 25 receives an

input video signal and stores the signal sequentially (col. 3, lines 25) and controller 24

controls the writing into and reading from the line memory of the video signal which then
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is output to the horizontal processor 22 and vertical processor 23 for size scaling of the

signal.

Considering claim 2, a method according to claim 1, characterized in that the line-

memories are FIFO type memories having a dual port is met by line memory 25 (col.4,

lines 21-25), and is also a dual port, (see fig.2)

Considering claim 3, a method according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the

constant rate corresponds to a dot-frequency of image to be displayed, is met by the

sampling frequency conversion processing of 1 and 21, figs. 1 and 2;

Considering claim 4, a method according to claim 1, 2, or 3, characterized in that a line-

memory to be in a reading mode is designated based on a synchronization signal

having a frequency more than by a factor of the vertical expansion ratio as high as a

horizontal synchronization frequency of the input digital video signal, is met by the

disclosure that "The controller selects the vertical scaling power of the resolution,

and generates a horizontal scanning synchronizing signal having a period

depending on the selected scaling power The arithmetical unit is triggered by the

horizontal scanning synchronizing signal and generates a new video data series." (see

abstract)
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 5-9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Hoshikawa, U.S. Patent No. 6,831,700.

Considering claim 5,

b) for the controlling: a sequence of samples of the input digital video signal is written

into the line-memory while the samples of the written sequence are sequentially read

out in response to a read-clock signal; and a frequency of the read-clock signal is set to

have a constant frequency which is lower than the frequency of the shift-clock signal

and which is in accordance with a desired horizontal expansion ratio, is met by Fig.

2

wherein the line memory 25 receives an input video signal and stores the signal

sequentially (col. 3, lines 25) and controller 24 controls the writing into and reading from

the line memory of the video signal which then is output to the horizontal processor 22

and vertical processor 23 for size scaling of the signal.

Except for;

a) wherein the signal subjected to horizontal interpolation is applied to a serial input of a

shift-register for applying pixel information signals associated respectively with column

electrodes each extending in a vertical direction of a display area in displaying means, a
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shift-clock signal is applied to the shift-register, the shift-clock signal having a

predetermined frequency for shifting data latched in the shift-register.

Regarding a), Hoshikawa does not discloses a shift register. However,

Hoshikawa suggests that shifting the timing could be used instead of using multiple of

line memories. Hoshikawa discloses, "In the embodiments described above, the

apparatus uses three line memories. The configuration of the apparatus, however, is

not limited to the above embodiment, but the apparatus may include only two line

memories. In this embodiment, the apparatus can perform the same function as that in

the above embodiments by shifting the timing for reading out data from the line

memories." (col. 9, 19-25) Therefore, it would have been obvious to the skilled in the art

at the time the invention was made to modify the system of Hoshikawa by providing a

shift register to shift the signal by one line or any desired number of lines so that an

extra line memory would not be necessary thereby saving valuable space and cost of

the system overall.

Considering claim 6, a method according to claim 5, characterized in that the read-clock

signal is generated based on the shift-clock signal.

See rejection of claim 5(a);

Considering claim 7, a method according to claim 5 or 6, characterized in that within

one horizontal scanning period, one line of samples stored in the line-memory are read

out at uniform intervals.
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See rejection of claim 5(b).

Considering claim 8, a display device with a function of interpolating for a video signal,

in which at least two line-memories are used, the line-memories being applied with an

input digital video signal, and in which the line-memories are subjected to controls on

their writing and reading so that a video signal subjected to a vertical interpolation is

generated from reading-outputs of the line-memories, wherein the device comprises:

control means for performing such a control that in the controls on writing and reading,

any of the line-memories are circularly selected and a sequence of samples of the input

digital video signal are sequentially written into the selected line-memory at a sample

rate of the samples, and at the same time the samples of the written sequence are

sequentially read out at a substantially constant rate which is in accordance with a

desired vertical expansion ratio and which is higher than the sample rate, wherein,

when one of the line-memories is in a writing operation, the other one of the line-

memories is subjected to a repeatedly reading control.

See rejection of claim 5;

Considering claim 9, a display device with a function of interpolating for a video signal,

comprising at least one line-memory being applied with an input digital video signal,

wherein the line-memory is subjected to controlling including writing and reading thereof

so that a video signal subjected to horizontal interpolation is generated from reading-

outputs of the line-memories, which further comprises: means for applying the
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signal subjected to horizontal interpolation to a serial input of a shift-register for applying

pixel information signals associated respectively with column electrodes each extending

in a vertical direction of a display area in displaying means; means for applying a shift-

clock signal to the shift-register, the shift-clock signal having a predetermined frequency

for shifting data latched in the shift-register; and means for performing writing a

sequence of samples of the input digital video signal into the line-memory while

sequentially reading out the samples of the written sequence in response to a read-

clock signal, a frequency of the read-clock signal being set to have a constant frequency

which is lower than the frequency of the shift-clock signal and which is in accordance

with a desired horizontal expansion ratio.

See rejection of claim 5;

Conclusion

5. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Onagawa, U.S. Patent No. 6,806,914 discloses a method and

apparatus for changing the size of image.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Paulos M. Natnael whose telephone number is (703)

305-0019. The examiner can normally be reached on 9:00am - 5:30pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John Miller can be reached on (703) 305-4795. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

PMN
December 19, 2004


